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SOLIDWORKS CAM- powered by CAMWorks - unites the 
design and manufacturing teams through a common 
platform. A simpler workflow, in combination with 
automatic feature recognition, rules-based and 
tolerance-based machining, and easier file management 
results in a better CNC experience for everybody - 
engineers and machinists.

CAMWorks is an intuitive, feature-based CAM software that 
increases productivity by using best-in-class technologies and 
adaptable automation tools. CAMWorks will allow you to push 
the limits of your CNC milling centers, turning centers, and 
multi-tasking machines. 100% integration and associativity 
with SOLIDWORKS means you will be making better parts, 
faster, and maximizing your investment in the market-leading 
CAD/CAM ecosystem.
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• Discussion of CAM, workholding, and tooling strategies
• Toolpath creation and fine-tuning
• G-code interpretation and review
• Training and best-practice tips throughout the process

training
Our experienced CAMWorks & SOLIDWORKS CAM instructors are ready to help 
you leverage your CAM investment to its fullest. Get to market faster, with 
reduced machine cycle times, and greater operation efficiencies. Maximize your 
ROI with our tailored instruction programs specific to your needs.

support
GoEngineer's Annual CAM Support Memberships are now available. Our unique 
GoEngineer culture is here to serve you long term - not just sell you software. 

Get on-demand, extended-hours support from Certified Experts to help ensure 
your operations run smoothly.

Custom cnc post processors
Our technical experts can develop custom CAMWorks and SOLIDWORKS CAM 
post processors tailored to your company's specific needs. We draw from our 
extensive collection of customer-validated post processors as an initial starting 
point and customize the post processor based on your particular requirements. 
After development, this post processor will streamline your CNC workflow for 
years to come.

project mentoring 
Working with a challenging part or tight deadline? Let our CAM experts help you 
complete your project swiftly and efficiently while sharing tips & tricks along the 
way. Our online project mentoring includes:
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